NOTES:

⚠️ APPLY ANTI-SEIZE LUBRICANT P/N: 508183 TO OUTSIDE OF PULLER AND INSIDE OF ANVIL.
⚠️ APPLY LOCTITE 243 P/N: 508567 TO THESE THREADED JOINTS PER MFR’S INSTRUCTIONS.
⚠️ APPLY VIBRA-TITE P/N: 505125 TO SET SCREW THREADS PER MFR’S INSTRUCTIONS.
⚠️ APPLY WARNING STICKER P/N: 590273 TO ANVIL HOLDER. DO NOT PERMIT STICKER TO OVERLAP ONTO ANVIL.

SECTION A - A

SPEC 42: J11: PERMANENT
ITAR/ECON: EAR99
NCSES: 14MM BT LB
BIT25 TOOL

Part NO. | QTY | Description | Description
---------|-----|-------------|-------------
501736   | 1   | SSCR SOC CDN #08-32 X .19 | 5
501920   | 3   | SSCR SOC CUP #10-32X .19 LW | 4
128920   | 1   | PULLER, BIT25, 14MM BT | 3
128919   | 1   | HOLDER, ANVIL | 2
128523X3 | 1   | ANVIL ASM, 14MM BT LS | 1
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